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Board: NEWS BB 
Subject: DOLE=COWARD               
Posted: March 26,1996  00:53:27 
To: MURRAY TRITSCH (VGGT41A) 
From: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A) 
 
The Soviet Union "toppled under its own weight," (with a     
little shove from Ronald Reagan) so why not continue this    
successful Reagan Doctrine viz China? The courage and        
integrity of President Reagan helped rid the world of one    
half of communist tyranny, but I don't think Dole has what   
it takes, in the guts department, to stand up to Beijing     
and continue the Reagan legacy. He thinks the sell-outs and  
the wimp-outs under Nixon and Bush are the epitomes of high  
Statecraft and has sunk up to his jowls in debt to Wall      
Street.  Forget Freedom in a Dole Administration, but place  
your bets on profit.  Thats where his loyalty lies. And when 
the Future wearily asks "Who lost Russia, who abandoned the  
Reagan Doctrine, History will starkly answer: "DOLE and his  
greedy cronies on Wall Street."                              
 
Bulletin ID: EZA960326005327CHHL71AVGGT41A 
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Board: NEWS BB 
Subject: DOLE=COWARD               
Posted: March 15,1996  19:00:13 
To: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A) 
From: MURRAY TRITSCH (VGGT41A) 
 
Great Britain's agreement with China signed around 100       
years ago, expires next year.   They or we can either        
be in violation of the contract etc., or China would         
probably fight.   Hong Kong is too valuable to the Chinese   
to disrupt things much, and our chances of militarily        
defending Hong Kong in any type of a land war are slim and   
none.  The other alternative is total war, and I don't       
think you would find much sentiment for that.                
China is a very very old society, and I think eventually     
the totalian government will crumble under it's own          
weight.   When I don't know.                                 
 
Bulletin ID: EZA960315190013VGGT41ACHHL71A 
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Board: NEWS BB 
Subject: DOLE=COWARD               
Posted: March 15,1996  01:11:30 
To: RONALD FOLTZ (PNDT35A) 
From: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A) 



 
Ron, there are plenty of good folks in America, but in       
politics it is the scum, not the cream, that rises to the    
top.                                                         
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Board: NEWS BB 
Subject: DOLE=COWARD               
Posted: March 15,1996  01:07:35 
To: MURRAY TRITSCH (VGGT41A) 
From: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A) 
 
A "Sense of the Congress" Resolution calling for freedom for 
Hong Kong would be just the latest of a long line of similar 
Resolutions advocating freedom for oppressed Peoples.        
                                                             
In the past there have been Resolutions against communist    
dictatorships in Latvia, Lithuania, Estonia, East Germany,   
Poland, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Bulgaria and Romania and    
now all these places are free.                               
                                                             
The U.S. government sent weapons to "terrorists" in Angola,  
Nicaragua and Afghanistan and we ourselves killed communists 
in Korea, Vietnam and Grenada.                               
In other words, Murray, over the past 50 years we have left  
no stone unturned in our efforts to bring freedom to the     
world's oppressed, and Congress, historically, has been in   
the forefront of that nobel movement.                        
                                                             
Yet today 6,000,000 free People are in mortal danger of      
losing that freedom and no-one in Congress, not Dole the     
"leader," not Gingrich the ideologue, not the freshman class 
(every one of whom came of political age during the era of   
the Reagan Doctrine,) has raised a voice in protest, much    
less a Resolution.  This is unprecedented in American        
History!  At the very moment of our triumph over the Soviets 
we have surrendered to the Chinese.  Who'd have thought!     
                                                             
Never before have we voluntarily given up anybody to the     
communists but come July 1, 1997 the silver platter will be  
brimming with capitalists and the communists will be         
burping with pleasure.                                       
                                                             
And they didn't even have to use an army!                    
                                                             
Britain, (never a Nation to shrink from using Peoples as     
pawns,) simply signed on the dotted line and sealed the fate 
of the six million, and congress meekly acquiesced with the  
U.S. Hong Kong Act of 1992.  They didn't protest the         
sell-out, they APPROVED it.  That's how far we've fallen!    
                                                             
Does the congress have the integrity and the courage to call 
upon the People of Hong Kong to do the same thing we did in  



1776 and Declare Independence from Britain BEFORE Beijing    
sits down to dine?  I think not, especially with a coward    
like Dole up there.                                          
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Board: NEWS BB 
Subject: DOLE=COWARD               
Posted: March 13,1996  20:12:16 
To: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A) 
From: MURRAY TRITSCH (VGGT41A) 
 
I don't understand the Hong Kong deal, as why would we have  
any official say anyway?   Great Britain's contract over     
Hong Kong with China is running out, and Hong Kong reverts   
back to China.   I'm certainly not a fan of China's          
government, but I don't see where we had much say either     
way.                                                         
 
Bulletin ID: EZA960313201216VGGT41ACHHL71A 
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Board: NEWS BB 
Subject: DOLE=COWARD               
Posted: March 12,1996  00:31:04 
To: TIMOTHY NORDON (LGHN33B) 
From: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A) 
 
Dole indeed did us a great service 50 years ago, but, as the 
old  saying goes, "What has he done for us lately?"          
                                                             
He supported the Bush policy of appeasement of the butchers  
of Beijing.                                                  
                                                             
And worse, he was a co-sponsor of the U.S. Hong Kong Act of  
1992 (S1731) signed by Bush that gives OFFICIAL U.S.         
government approval to the coming sell-out of the 6,000,000  
freedom loving capitalists there that will occur 7/1/97.     
                                                             
58,000 young Americans died trying to save Asians from       
communist imperialism, but Dole (and Bush and Clinton) are   
AFRAID to stand up to Beijing even given the example of the  
stunning success of Reagan's hardline against the Soviets.   
                                                             
Instead, Hong Kong gets handed over on a silver platter.     
                                                             
And in case you haven't noticed, Dole supports restrictions  
on the freedom of speech on the Internet so perhaps We the   
People won't be able to be saying what we're saying around   
here much longer.                                            
                                                             
Dole sacrificed to keep us free but now he's in service to   



Wall Street.                                                 
 
Bulletin ID: EZA960312003104CHHL71ALGHN33B 
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Board: NEWS BB 
Subject: DOLE=COWARD               
Posted: March 12,1996  00:10:47 
To: RONALD FOLTZ (PNDT35A) 
From: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A) 
 
The Republicans did plenty of selling out too:               
They abandoned the family farmer in favor of agri-business.  
They abandoned Main Street to get money from Wall Street.    
They abandoned six million freedom loving capitalists of     
Hong Kong to make big profits from dealing with murdering    
communists in Beijing.                                       
                                                             
An Independent run by Pat could win as he could garner the   
votes of financially threatened working class Democrats and  
Republican small business-people who are being financially   
raped by stateless and disloyal multi-national corporations. 
And a pro-life movement sold out by Dole will be Pat's, 100% 
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Board: NEWS BB 
Subject: DOLE=COWARD               
Posted: March 09,1996  23:51:42 
To: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A) 
From: TIMOTHY NORDON (LGHN33B) 
 
Hey, you can call the maneuvers backhanded and wrong but     
don't call Dole a coward, the man lost the usage of his      
right arm fighting for our freedom to be saying what we're   
saying around here. And anyway, Dole's won primaries on his  
own, without New York's funky balloting rule system. Dole    
would have won in New York no matter what, Forbes just       
doesn't have the appeal of the voters and Buchanan doesn't   
have enough pull in a moderate to liberal state like New     
York.                                                        
                                                             
Tim                                                          
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Board: NEWS BB 
Subject: DOLE=COWARD               
Posted: February 29,1996  00:56:12 



To: ALL 
From: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A) 
 
Guess who's reduced to hiding behind politician's skirts in  
New York?  Doesn't have the nerve to compete fairly in NY's  
Republican primary. Instead gets political hacks to tailor   
the rules to his measurements, and his alone.                
                                                             
It took a Federal judge to get Forbes on the ballot.         
It took a Herculean effort to get Pat on in 13 C.D.'s.       
It will take more than a smoke-filled-room deal for Dole to  
beat Clinton. If Dole's so afraid of taking on the pygmy     
pack of his own party how will he face down Clinton's snarl- 
ing Doberman?  New York's Republican primary rules were      
deliberately warped by Dole ally D'A**hole and Governor      
Puppetaki for the sole purpose of making a weak candidate    
appear mighty.                                               
                                                             
But how mighty can one be who stays so close to New York     
butts?                                                       
                                                             
We need a leader, not a sniffer!                             
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